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About This Game

Hi everybody, this is Jack, from Jack's Gang.

I'll talk a little about this thing ... Here you have to fight against
the members of an evil gang, get the trash you find through

sidewalk and throw in the bin, paint the name of our gang on the walls,
doors and explore the city in the way you want... it's hard work.

But, I'll tell you why:

What happened was this ... Some guys from Roger's Gang stolen my money,
and you know, I need this money to buy some great things.

And not only that, these guys think they own the city, they're all over
part dominating territories painting the name of their gang on the walls,

throwing garbages on the sidewalk and try to steal who passes by them. So I can not
leave as is, I have to do a "cleaning" in this city, I will show

who has the coolest gang in town and try to get my money back.
But, I have to be careful when the cops are around because one

of the rules here is: 'Do not paint objects or fight when the cops are around'.
I hope you'll help me on this, come join my gang.

Explore the areas of the city in the order you want.
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Fight against multiple enemies.
Collect bottles of paint and use them to paint the gang's name on walls and doors.

Clean the city by throwing the trash in the bin.
Try to find out where Roger hid himself with his money.

Avoid fighting or painting objects when the police are around.

Signed: Jack from Jack's Gang
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I saw many negative review about this visual novel, and since I really enjoyed it for a good 5 hour time I'd like to make a
positive one matching my thoughts!
Ok, it's a short visual novel but the story, set in Seoul of course, is quite nice and relatable. If you go fast through the game or
follow a guide you can do everything in an hour, but it's not a negative point if one has hundreds of games to play. This comes at
3\u20ac but I found it on sale as an extremely low price, so, worth it.
I liked the background artwork and ok, maybe the general in-game artwork isn't that great, but still to me it takes nothing away
from the quality of the visual novel.
I quite liked the contrast between the backgrounds, which try to emulate paintings (some of them are really awesome), and the
character sprites which are your classic Japanese-style visual novel protagonist.
I really read tons of super negative reviews which I found a little bit strange; it's rare that a visual novel gets so much hate xD
Anyways, I enjoyed it and I'd recommend it if you're into.. ok, you know I hate these terms, "otome", ok, and Korean culture
(which isn't something not to value: how many visual novels are set entirely in South Korea?).. if you're into this kind of game,
classic visual novels with a nice story, good artwork in general and choices to make at every breakpoint.. put this into your
wishlist and wait for some sales :)
Sapphire Dragon Productions (which is based in Australia, not in Korea xD but this also means great and correct dialogues) to
me has made many good games and this one is one of them, even if it's not their best one.
So if you find this on sale I think you can enjoy this as a short visual novel set in Korea with no high expectations but the
certainity of a non-bugged and enjoyable game :). After update 0.7.0 this game should be called Donating Planet. A wonderful
retro-style game in the vein of Alone in the Dark.. http:\/\/fragtopia.com\/wordpress\/?review=burn-zombie-burn - 65%. Save
your money.. Sorry, can't recomend. Supported the dev by purchasing at around $20. Alot of what was promised never
materialized and the dev moved on to other (sucessful) VR titles dropping this and the price to $1.00 for awhile. His other titles
may be good but I'll never know as I won't suppoprt this dev again.

If you got this one sale for a dollar then definately worth that in it's current state. The devs others games have decent
multiplayer, etc (from reviews I read) so he has honed the technical chops to update this. maybe even add oculus support, etc.
and charge more?

There's a real lack of good VR pirate games on the market and this had some real potential. Sadly this is it and won't receive any
updates :(. Where do you find the Manual for this route?
. Not really worth it, very short and boring location, same old missions and weak storyline. takes about 2 hours to complete
everything.. A really interesting surprise. I expected a fun experience, but it turned out to be deeper than that. The variety that
the 40 characters offer and the nuances each of them have can make the combat more complex that it might seem at first.

It is the kind of game I like to play with my friends, fun for beginners and deep for more harcore fighting players. Only having
one life gives dynamism to the battles, because as soon as you lose a character you need to think about who will be the next one.
The movements and attacks of each character are simple to execute, but timing and deciding which one to use can be crucial
(this is where the hardcore gamers shine).

This is the game that perfectly meets the "easy to get, hard to master". It might seem overwhelming at the beginning with the
amount of characters you need to learn about (and maybe there is some of that), but for me the initial learning process was
really smooth.

The main flaw the game has is the lack of a single player mode. I did not miss it much, but I think it needs to be pointed out.

To sum up I really recommend this game for those who like to beat their friends!. You know what'd be great, Steam? If there
was a way for me to know before buying that in order to play this game I'd have to sign up for some really sketchy third-party
email list! So I idled on the "MAKE A NEW ACCOUNT AND GET ALL OUR WONDERFUL OFFERS" page for 5 minutes
so Steam would allow me to even post this review. I was jonesing for an aerobiz-like experience, but I don't really want to play
this game enough to sign up for even more stupid spam in my life. Of course there's no such thing as refunds et cetera, but what
can you do? Lesson learned, I guess.
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This is a great way to start practicing traditional mandarin. The app is immensely helpful with pronunciation and acquiring a
memory map for each item. Its funny and intuitive to play. Clearly, unbeatable to what is currently on the market, even if the
vocabulary list only includes 500 words in total.

Support the maker for the next project or so that more words can be included !. so i dont often do reviews but i felt like this
warrented one cause many probably are wondering should i pick this up?
and not many reviews go in depth and i have boughten the rct 1 and 2 on steam and used open rtc so i am in fair place to
compare considering i played more time on rct 1 and 2 on disc then steam then id like to admit and i did drop full price tag on
this game no sales anyways...

hmm where to start

differences

first off as another reviewer said this is like rct2 with rct1 shoved into it with some variences,
the layout changed alot its confusing for the first while but after you get use to it its not to bad such as who knew you had to go
into the options tab to disable scenery ???? after about an hour i figured out where everything is and such stuff as landscaping
been revamped i prefer old way but its not terrible ( i assume its to help touch screen users on android and iphone)

but not all is bad and quirky there has been some issues that have been ironed out ai are still dumb dumbs sometimes but they
are slightly better such as if you delete paths while they are on them and build nearby they will tend to migrate towards the new
path instead of walking aimlessly the other direction into the abyss so they got a few more brain cells not many but enough you
notice

when your building a path the path acts more like theme park did it follows what you place next better such as instead of a que
automatically locking onto the nearest path like a homing missle and you have to pI$$ with it to get it to move onto the next spot
in this game it follows where you place the next one its much more user friendly and less annoying

you know how on rct1 and 2 you had to rotate 10 different shops 3 times to face the path well no more it auto rotates them the
only time it becomes a pain in the a$$ is when its in the middle of 2-3 paths and it wants to face the wrong way but for the most
part its nice

fast foward yes (L) no its not like rct2 open where you can enable auto finish early if you met requirements but you can go up to
4x speed so when you leave it going in about 10 min you can pass a year and if you go to build something it auto slows to normal
speed

you can zoom out very far and zoom very close where your almost ontop of the people theyre pixelated as shayt but its a nice
touch

theres some other minor stuff thats tweaked that im not gonna address at the moment unless i feel like updating it

what i dislike

NO RESOLUTION???? even the other games had this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665i dont know i think it scales
based on side by side differences since im running 1080p on a 27 inch monitor in the one zoom stuffs to far away its hard to see
but clear if i zoom in once more its close but a little to pixel for my liking everyones milage will vary with this one but its
tolerable

some random notes

its missing some bonus parks here and there such as alton towers blackpool pleasure beach and that stuff you know what i mean
but it has a panda park?? so i guess something else got added
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you can import from rct2 track designs into this

this game is harder at least for the rct1 scenarios they heavily incorperated rc2 features such as no admission but ride tickets or
no ride tickets but admission so some normal rct1 levels your use to breezing through will cause you some minor grief i havent
failed any yet but had some close calls

overall

i think this is a good buy for the sole purpose of how much time you can put into this
ill allow comments if anyone has any questions or they think i should modify some parts of this review

slight edit: game crashed once so far thankfully it auto saved so when i started it again it went straight back into game which is
nice. This mouse-only game has a great soundtrack and some genuinely funny moments. I liked the game's narrative style and
delivery, but if you're not into the music or humor, there may not be enough here for you to enjoy. There's not a lot of depth to
the gameplay; you're mostly clicking on objects in the environment to solve puzzles, and occasionally sword fighting via a
simple timing and pattern recognition mechanic.

For me, I'm not sure the game lived up to the hype that seems to surround it, but if you're a fan of adventure games, good
soundtracks, and some occasional absurd dialogue, it's worth checking out. Despite the reservations I just voiced, I enjoyed
playing it and I'm glad I saw it through to the finish.. This one was a very nice suprise. It may be hard to follow the ball every so
often but it is very original for a brick breaking game. A great time-killer!. I wonder what my gamerscore would be if this game
was on xbox or how many trophies I'd have if it was on playstation.... This DLC adds a rather short quest and a new island to the
game. Your main objective is to find the air temple and get rid of the gargoyles on each island.

To start the quest you have to talk to Eldric on Antigua.

Fits well into the game and the story but isn't worth 5 bucks, so buy it with the Risen 2 Gold Editon!. i regret buying this game
its a great game but nobody plays it anymore :(

so dont buy it unless the playerbase gets revived. Handful of extra accessories, most are what-you-see-is-what-you-get based on
the screenshots, except for a few. First off, the balloon accessory is a solid, stationary object with no jiggle bones, so no there is
no reaction to movement.

The storm cloud and rainbow accessories are animated. Rain drops fall down with the cloud and the rainbow has an aura glow
effect with a few animated sparkles thrown in.

Biggest selling point in the pack might be the food items, the animated accessories (mentioned above), the ninja weapons, and
the legwarmers. Price is a bit much for the value, but it's worth it if at a discount.. This is a simple game that is easy and fun to
play. It's a turn based RPG\/Rogue-like with minimal everything that's actually fun and not to difficult in any way\/shape\/form.
This is the kind of game you play to kill time without having to invest too much thought. My ONLY two complaints are no
achievements and no trading cards. That aside I do think the game is worth it since it's less than $5!. Feels like a proper spiritual
successor to Ghosts 'n Goblins! The pixel art is outstanding. I wish someone would make such a polish spiritual successor to
Gargoyle's Quest next :3

Do not forget to visit Tupã.:
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=884982024. JumpBall 2:
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=926976557. 60% 0ff on Fish's Trip:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/701960/Fishs_Trip/. Halloween Sale:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/664630/Tup/. Fish's Trip:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/701960/Fishs_Trip/
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